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Executive Summary
This deliverable (D4.8) targets multimodal multilingual adaptive emotion recognition as well as data
annotation. The deliverable is structured into three chapters: i) data annotation, ii) adaptation and
multilingualism, and iii) multimodality. In the following briefly we review these chapters.
In Chapter I, we present proposed approaches regarding data annotation. First, we introduce a multimodal
approach for semi-supervised learning and then we present a weighted trustability evaluator for
crowdsourcing. Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) techniques have found many applications where labelled
data is scarce and/or expensive to obtain. However, SSL suffers from various inherent limitations that limit
its performance in practical applications. A central problem is that the low performance that a classifier can
deliver on challenging recognition tasks reduces the trustability of the automatically labelled data. Another
related issue is the noise accumulation problem – instances that are misclassified by the system are still used
to train it in future iterations. In Section 1, we propose to address both issues in the context of emotion
recognition. Initially, we exploit the complementarity between audio-visual features to improve the
performance of the classifier during the supervised phase. Then, we iteratively re-evaluate the automatically
labelled instances to correct possibly mislabelled data and this enhances the overall confidence of the system’s
predictions. Experimental results performed on the RECOLA database demonstrate that this methodology
delivers a strong performance in the classification of high/low emotional arousal (UAR = 76.5%), and
significantly outperforms traditional SSL methods by at least 5.0% (absolute gain).
On the other hand, to improve the quality of annotation, in Section 2, we propose a novel evaluator for
crowdsourced-based ratings termed Weighted Trustability Evaluator (WTE) which is computed from the
rater-dependent consistency over the test questions. We further investigate the reliability of crowdsourced
annotations as compared to the ones obtained with traditional labelling procedures, such as constrained
listening experiments in laboratories or in controlled environments. This comparison includes an in-depth
analysis of obtainable classification performances. The experiments were conducted on the Speaker Likability
Database (SLD) already used in the INTERSPEECH Challenge 2012, and the results lend further weight to
the assumption that crowdsourcing can be applied as a reliable annotation source for computational
paralinguistics given a sufficient number of raters and suited measurements of their reliability.
In Chapter II we target adaptation to a new speaker. The automatic prediction of continuous emotions poses
several challenges, such as the subjectivity found in the definition of a gold-standard from a pool of raters
and the issue of data scarcity in training models. In Section 3, we introduce a novel emotion recognition
system, based on ensembles of single-speaker-regression-models. The estimation of emotion is provided by
combining a subset of the initial pool of single-speaker-regression-models selecting those that are most
concordant among them. The proposed approach allows the addition or removal of speakers from the
ensemble without the necessity to re-build the entire recognition system. The simplicity of this aggregation
strategy, coupled with the flexibility assured by the modular architecture, and the promising results highlight
the potential implications of the proposed method in a real-life scenario and in particular in web-based
applications.
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Additionally, in Section 4, we investigate, if applying model selection based on automatic language
identification (LID) can improve multilingual recognition of emotion in speech. In D4.1 Section 2, we found
that if training and test data are from the same language, the emotion recognition accuracy is higher.
Therefore, language identification can help to choose an appropriate model. Six emotional speech corpora
from three language families (Germanic, Romance, Sino-Tibetan) are evaluated. The emotions are
represented by the quadrants in the arousal/valence plane, i.e., positive/negative arousal/valence. Four
selection approaches for choosing an optimal training set depending on the test language are compared: within
the same language family, across language family, use of all available corpora, and selection based on the
automatic LID. We found that, on average, the proposed LID approach for selecting training corpora is
superior to using all the available corpora when the spoken language is not known.
Finally, in Chapter III, Section 5 we describe a multimodal systems for emotion recognition and its application
on the dataset from the AV+EC 2016 Emotion Recognition Challenge. The realized system was produced
and submitted to the AV+EC 2016 evaluation, making use of all four modalities (audio, transcription, video,
and physiological data). Our work primarily focused on features derived from audio. The original audio
features were complement with bottleneck features and also text-based emotion recognition which is based
on transcribing audio by an automatic speech recognition system and applying resources such as word
embedding models and sentiment lexicons. Our multimodal fusion reached CCC=0.855 on dev set for arousal
and 0.713 for valence. CCC on test set is 0.719 and 0.596 for arousal and valence respectively. In Section 6
we draw conclusions and describe our approaches toward analysis data within MixedEmotions.

CHAPTER I: DATA ANNOTATION
1. Enhanced Semi-Supervised
Emotion Recognition

Learning

for

Multimodal

Introduction
In the field of automatic emotion recognition, an increasing number of researchers and developers are trying
to apply research achievements to real-life applications, such as, video games [1], service robots [2], or health
care systems [3]. However, a major challenge for these applications is the limited amount of labelled data that
are yet necessary to develop robust Machine Learning systems. Indeed, the great majority of emotional
databases that are publicly available at present have only a few hours of annotated instances, and even less
for specific applications, such as autism [1], [2] or depression in elderly [4], which is by far not comparable
with the datasets available to train automatic speech recognition systems [4]. One simple way to deal with
this issue of data scarcity is to agglomerate multiple databases and train an emotion recognition system on the
agglomerated dataset [5]. Such procedure makes however the recognition task even more complex because
the variability over the different corpora (e.g., microphone, room impulse response) is hard to compensate
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[5], [6]. Other techniques that have gained a strong momentum in the last few years focus instead on
unlabelled data. The main reason is that, unlike labelled databases, unlabelled instances are broadly available.
One of the most attractive techniques is based on Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) [7], [8], as it aims to use
these data without the intervention of human annotators. Many studies have shown the benefits of SSL for
emotion recognition [9]–[12]. However, most of these studies have focused on a single modality – either on
audio [10], video [7], [9], or physiology [8]. Nowadays, multimodality has been increasingly and widely
implemented for emotion recognition [13]–[15]. The main reasons are not only the broad availability of
cameras and microphones, but more importantly the combination of various modalities can boost the emotion
recognition accuracy [14], [16], [17], since each modality can provide complementary information. For SSL,
these information is simply ignored in the context of emotion recognition. Another long-standing issue of
SSL is the performance degradation as the learning process evolves over time [18], [19]. This is because the
selected data are sometimes misclassified by the system and then accumulated in the training set. As a
consequence, the model becomes less precise, and the noise accumulation leads to a negative vicious circle
[18], [20]. We therefore propose in this paper a novel SSL approach that: (i) exploits the complementarity of
audio-visual data to perform robust emotion recognition, and (ii) sequentially re-evaluates previously selected
data to tackle the issue of noise accumulation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
proposed method is described in detail in Section 1.3. This method is then evaluated by an emotion
recognition task in Section 1.4. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 1.5.

Previous work
Two main SSL approaches have been proposed for emotion recognition in the literature: Self-Training (ST)
[7], [11], [21] and Co-Training (CT) [8], [11], [12]. The work in [21] applied ST to multiple emotional
corpora. This was further extended by combining Active Learning [11] , which more efficiently reduced the
human annotation work and improved the learning performance. Because the ST procedure requires little
annotation work from human, it has been considered as a useful option to enhance the robustness of an existing
emotion classifier [7], [11], [21]. Whereas in CT, the mutual agreement between two distinct ‘views’ (i.e.,
classifiers) of an unlabelled instance is used to consider its inclusion in the training set [22]. The work done
by Zhang et al. [11] and Liu et al. [12] has shown the capability of CT for retrieving the emotion information
on unlabelled data via separating the feature sets into two ‘views’ in the speech domain. The work in this
paper is a further step in continuation of the authors’ previous work on exploiting unlabelled data for emotion
recognition by exploiting multiple modalities and a refined SSL algorithm.

Enhanced Multimodal Semi-Supervised Learning
Let us assume a small set of labelled audio-visual data

, and a large

set of unlabelled audio-visual data
, where
and
denote the feature vectors in the audio and visual domains, respectively;
is the domain category; and
NL and NU indicate the number of labelled and unlabelled instances, respectively. It should be noted that, NL
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is much smaller than NU (
of emotion recognition.

) due to the well-known limited availability of labelled data in the field

Self-Training and Co-Training
As mentioned in Section 1.2, ST and CT are two frequently used SSL approaches. For ST, a classifier is firstly
trained with the original human-labelled dataset . After that, the classifier is used to recognize the unlabelled
dataset . Typically, the unlabelled data that are recognized with high confidence C(x), together with their
predicted labels, are added to the original training set ( ∪ ), and removed from the unlabelled dataset (
\ ). The classifier is then retrained with the updated training set and this process is repeated several times
until a predefined stopping criterion is met.
To cease the learning process, several criteria can be implemented, for example, (i) no performance
improvement is shown on the evaluation set, (ii) a predefined repeating times is matched or (iii) no target data
remains in the unlabelled data set. Note that, in this paper, the second stopping criterion is chosen through all
of the experiments to ease performance comparison.
Compared with ST, where the classifier uses its own prediction to teach itself, CT tries to exploit the mutual
information between two models (‘views’ or feature domains) – and , each of which uses its predictions
to teach not only itself but also the other one. Specifically, each ‘view’ is used to create two ‘good’ classifiers
h1 and h2, and each classifier is tested on the unlabelled dataset . The unlabelled data (
)
predicted with high confidence values C(x) are then added (together with the new label) to the training set
(L∪S) and removed from the unlabelled dataset ( \ ). Afterwards, the two classifiers are retrained from the
new training set based on the corresponding feature sets, and the process is repeated until the stopping
criterion is met.
CT relies on two assumptions [22]: (a) sufficiency – Each ‘view’ is sufficient for classification on its own.
That is, the two hypotheses
and
are good enough for recognition; (b)
conditional independence – The ‘views’ are conditionally independent given the class label [22], that is
.
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Multimodal Semi-Supervised Learning
In the case of CT, there are two ‘views’ employed to train different models. In the field of emotion recognition,
however, the two ‘views’ normally belong to the same domain/model (e.g., speech) [11], [12]. To refine the
unimodal SSL algorithms as discussed in Section 3.1, multiple modalities (e.g., audio and video) can be used
together for both ST and CT.
To do this, audio and video feature sets are joined (early fusion) as one set for ST, i.e., x = [xa,xv]. After that,
the learning process proceeds as typical ST algorithms. In this paper, we will refer to this method as
multimodal Self-Training (mmST). However, for CT, both audio and video feature sets can be served as
different ‘views’, i.e.,
, and
compared with the work in [24]. This method is called
multimodal Co-Training (mmCT) in the paper.

Enhanced Semi-Supervised Learning
As mentioned in Section 1.1, one main drawback of SSL is noise accumulation. For traditional SSL, the data
selected by machine oracle are fully trusted and pooled into the training data set. However, some of these data
are mislabelled actually. As the learning process continues, more and more mislabelled data (noise) might be
accumulated in the training set, eventually leading to a vicious circle of erroneous learning [8], [18], [23].
To overcome this noise accumulation problem, we propose to not always trust the machine labelled data. We
call this method enhanced SSL (eSSL). The core principle of this extension is to maintain the previously
selected data in the original unlabelled data set at all learning iterations. By doing this, the previously selected
data will be re-evaluated by the following enhanced model. Therefore, it is possible to correct mislabelled
data in future iterations with an improved model. Naturally, the previously selected instances may not be
selected again in the following learning process, i.e.,
D4.8 Adaptive
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guarantees that the machine oracle will perform better when selecting the unlabelled instances for automatic
annotation. The pseudocode describing the algorithms for both enhanced multimodal Self-Training (emmST)
and enhanced multimodal Co-Training (emmCT) are shown in Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively.

Empirical Experiments and Results
In the following, we firstly describe the selected database and acoustic/visual feature sets. Then, we focus on
evaluating the performance of the proposed multimodal SSL and its enhanced extension.

Selected Database
For the purpose of evaluating the different SSL approaches, we chose the RECOLA database. For the purpose
of this study, these continuous ratings are discretized into a binary category – POSitive and NEGative. To do
this, the audiovisual time series are firstly split into sequential short segments (instances) according to the
voice activity and face detection [24], i.e., an instance is defined when both voice activity and face are detected
simultaneously. Then we assigned POS or NEG to each of these instances if the average rating value is above
or under zero; the average of the ratings is normalised to zero-mean for each recording. The audiovisual
instances are finally divided into speaker independent pool (unlabelled data set) and evaluation sets. Details
on the speakers and the distribution of instances used in this paper are shown in Table 1. Note that we only
used the arousal dimension as some issues were found on the valence, which we suspect to be due to the
normalisation procedure.
Table 1. Distribution of speakers and instances per partition of the RECOLA. spks: speakers, POS:
positive, NEG: negative.

Feature set
As acoustic features, we chose the same set of Low-Level Descriptors (LLDs) as in the past three
INTERSPEECH Computational Paralinguistic ChallengEs (COMPARE 2013-2015) [25]. It contains 4
energy related LLDs (loudness, RASTA spectrum, RMS energy and zero-crossing rate), 55 spectral related
LLDs (e.g., spectrum bands, MFCC 1-14, spectral energy, spectral flux/centroid/entropy/ slope,
psychoacoustic sharpness, harmonicity, spectral variance/ skewness/kurtosis), and 6 voicing related LLDs
(pitch, probability of voicing, log HNR, jitter, shimmer). These 65 LLDs of speech with their first order
derivative leads to 130 LLDs in total. Functionals (min, max, range, mean, and variance) are then computed
on the LLDs over an instance, which thus provides 650 acoustic features in total per segment.
D4.8 Adaptive
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As visual features, we extracted 20 LLDs and their first order derivate (40 LLDs in total) for each frame in
the video recordings. The 20 LLDs contain 15 facial actions units, head-pose in three dimensions, and the
mean and standard deviation of the optical flow in the region around the head – the computation of those
features is described in details in [27]. Similar to the acoustic features, the same 5 functionals are applied per
segment after extracting the frame-based LLDs, which provides 200 visual features per segment in total.

Performance Evaluation
In this paper, we focus on the automatic recognition of the arousal. As classifier, we opted for linear Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), as were used in the series of INTERSPEECH COMPAREs [25], with a fixed
complexity of 0.05. In terms of performance evaluation, we used the unweighted average recall (UAR). It
equals the sum of the recalls per class divided by the number of classes, and better reflects the overall accuracy
in the presence of imbalanced classes.
Before the SSL process, we randomly selected NL = 50 instances from the pool set with the annotation by
human oracle for initial training, which corresponds to approximately 5% of the whole pool set. The
remaining instances in the pool set are considered as the unlabelled ones. At each machine-supervised learning
iteration, we selected 20 additional instances for both ST and CT. Specifically, for the CT each ‘view’ chose
an equal number of instances, i.e., each ‘view’ selected 10 instances. Note that, the stopping criterion is
defined for an iteration time of I = 40, to ease performance comparison, and the whole learning process is
conducted 30 independent times through all the following experiments.
For the unimodal SSL, the selected instances at each learning iteration are removed from the unlabelled data
pool. The performance of the audio or the video based ST (dash) and CT (solid) is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and
(b). Specifically, its corresponding statistical performance is indicated in Table 2. It can be seen that the audiobased SSL performs better than the video-based SSL for arousal emotion recognition, which is consistent
with the literature [15, 16, 17, 18, 27, 29]. These improvements show not only in the initial learning process
(69.8% vs. 68.3% of average UAR at Ns = 0), but also in the following consecutive learning process. The
absolute gain is 3.7% and 4.5% for audio-based ST and CT over the whole 40 learning iterations, respectively.
These gains are higher than those obtained for video – 1.9% (ST) and 2.1% (CT). These results can be
attributed to the better initial performance of the audio based model, which is able to correctly label more
instances in the learning process.
The results of the multimodal experiments are depicted in Fig. 1 (c). The initial performance of the model
achieved an UAR of 71.5% (see Table 2), which is higher than the performance obtained by either audio
(69.8%) or video (68.3%), showing thus the complementarity of audio-visual features for emotion recognition
[15, 16, 17, 18, 27, 29]. During the CT process, the gain steadily increases as in the mono-modal experiments,
and achieves a top performance of 75.6%. Through the whole 40 learning iterations, the mmCT has a
statistically significant performance improvement compared with either audio or video based CT (p < .001 in
Student’s t-test). Similarly, mmST also outperforms the audio or video based ST at the significance level of
.01 and .001, respectively.
D4.8 Adaptive
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Unlike the afore investigated SSL methods, the eSSL method selected 20 × i instances at the i-th learning
iteration, since the instances selected at any iteration were put back into the unlabelled pool set and considered
as equal as the others for the next data selection. Fig. 1 shows the average performance of the enhanced SelfTraining (eST) and Co-Training (eCT) based on the audio (a), video (b), and audio-visual (c) features
averaged over 30 independent runs. The best performance is achieved by emmCT with an average UAR of
76.5%, which improved by 8.2% (one-side z-test, p < .002), 6.7% (p < .01), and 5.0% (p < .05) the initial
video, audio, and audio-visual classifiers, cf. Table 2. A statistical comparison of the performance in the
various experiments indicates that the eSSL performs significantly better (p < .001 in Student’s t-test) than
the conventional SSL in five out of six cases (except the video based eCT). This suggests that the enhanced
learning procedure improves the quality of the selected instances at each learning iteration.
Table 2. Statistical performance comparison between the multimodal (audio + video) and the unimodal
(audio or video) SSL, the enhanced (e) and the non-enhanced SSL, on the means of Self-Training (ST)
and Co-Training (CT). initial, last, max., and mean denote the initial, last, maximum and mean
unweighted average recalls (UARs) over the 40 learning iterations
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Fig. 1. Comparison between enhanced and non-enhanced Self-Training ((e)ST) and Co-Training ((e)CT)
based on the audio (a), video (b), and audio-visual (c). The charts show the average unweighted average
recalls (UARs) across 30 independent runs (and respective standard deviations) vs. number of selected
instances (Ns).

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the applications of multimodal Semi- Supervised Learning (SSL) in the context of
emotion recognition. Unlike the conventional SSL for emotion recognition, we combined the audio and video
modalities, which are known to provide complementary views of affective behaviours [14]–[17], [24], [26].
Our hypothesis was that a performance improvement to the initially trained models could result in a more
efficient SSL process by reducing the amount of wrongly labelled data at each iteration. Furthermore, we
proposed an enhanced SSL algorithm that allows to correct wrongly labelled data with subsequent version of
the enhanced model. In our experiments we compared unimodal (audio or video) and multimodal (audio and
video) SSL using both Self-Training (ST) and Co-Training (CT) strategies.
Our experiments clearly demonstrated that the multimodal SSL outperforms the traditional unimodal SSL for
arousal classification. For example, the multimodal CT averagely surpasses the audio and video based CT
with about 1.5% and 3.7% of absolute UARs at the whole learning iterations, respectively. Furthermore, we
have shown that our enhanced SSL model performs significantly better than the traditional SSL algorithm in
most cases. In this case we achieved the best performance of all experiments by reaching a classification
accuracy of 76.5% (UAR).
In future work, we plan to investigate valence recognition, as well as other multimodal databases. We also
plan to extend the algorithm to process physiological data alongside audio-visual data. Furthermore, inspired
by the work in [11], a cooperative learning that tries to efficiently share the annotation work between human
and machine oracles will be further considered.
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2. Introducing the Weighted Trustability Evaluator for
Crowdsourcing Exemplified by Speaker Likability
Classification
Introduction
Computational paralinguistics deals with the computer-based analysis and synthesis of paralinguistic
phenomena. As opposed to many related phenomena, such as speakers’ states and traits, the term involves
related fields such as social signal processing [27] and affective computing [28]. A suitable definition can be
potentially given in an ‘ex-negativo’ fashion: it comprises everything that is not dealt within phonetics or
linguistics [29]. The success of supervised machine learning techniques for paralinguistic tasks depends
highly on the quality of the existing labelled training data and therefore on the quality of the labels. The
manual annotation of data by an expert is the primary way of gathering labelled training data for speech
recognition. This way of getting the labels can be very time-consuming and expensive [30]–[33].
Furthermore, the labels have to be estimated from the subjective opinion of a small number of experts who
can often disagree on the labels [32], [34], [35]. This paper proposes an alternative way to gather annotated
data for paralinguistic tasks with the use of non-professional annotators via crowdsourcing. Recently, with
the access to crowdsourcing services such as Mechanical Turk 1 and CrowdFlower 2, it has become easier to
get labels from multiple non-expert annotators. Laboratory studies allow us, as researchers, to control many
variables during the experiments. However, there are considerable differences in the environment between
crowdsourcing workers and the traditional laboratory subjects. Therefore, trusting the work of the participant
is only one of the many differences between crowdsourcing and laboratory environments. For instance, a
crowdsourcing worker might not be completely concentrated on the task as he might be in a controlled
laboratory environment.
However, it has been shown that the application of crowdsourcing can offer a fast and effective way to get
labels [31], [32] that are of the same quality as those from experts [32], [36] at lower costs [30], [32]

Related Work
The idea of crowdsourcing was already applied in earlier works for several tasks. One of the earlier
crowdsourcing studies in the field of language and speech processing was carried out to create speech and
language data [37], and for transcription of non-native speech [38], or spoken language [39][40][39]. Zaidan
and Callison-Burch [40] evaluated the quality of translations gathered from non-professionals and tried to
increase the quality with special applied mechanisms. A comparison of crowdsourced data and data annotated
via a university laboratory was performed in [41] by measuring the participants’ judging behaviors and their
1
2

https://www.mturk.com
https://www.crowdflower.com
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relevance. Hsueh et al. [31] proposed a study on quality management of crowdsourced data and examined the
quality of the annotation data from expert annotators in a research lab and non-expert annotators from the
internet applying the three criteria: noise level, sentiment ambiguity, and lexical uncertainty. Subsequently,
in order to increase the quality management of crowdsourced results, an algorithm which generates a scalar
score representing the inherent quality of each worker was implemented by [42]

Contribution of this Work
We suggest a novel method for the use of crowdsourced ratings and introduce the novel Weighted Trustability
Evaluator (WTE). The WTE is computed from the rater-dependent accuracy over the given test questions to
be annotated and is based on the weights of the ratings derived from the trustability of the rater. In this
contribution, we further investigate the reliability of crowdsourced annotations as compared to the ones
obtained in the ‘traditional’ labelling experiments. This comparison includes an in-depth analysis of
obtainable classification performances. Finally, we conclude that crowdsourcing can be applied as a reliable
annotation source for computational paralinguistics tasks given a sufficient number of raters and suited
measurements of their reliability. Besides, to our best knowledge, only few studies investigated the use of
crowdsourcing in the area of computational paralinguistics. The paper is structured as follows: first, a
description of the database used during experiments is given (Section 2.2). Then, Section 2.3 reports the way
of gathering the labelled data via subjects in traditional laboratory experiments and via non-professionals with
the use of crowdsourcing. In Section 2.4 we define the experimental tasks, the acoustic features, the set-up
and the evaluation procedures. Results are presented in Section 2.5 before concluding the paper in Section
2.6.

The Speaker Likability Database (SLD)
For our experiments, we used the Speaker Likability Database (SLD) which is provided by [43] and was used
in the INTERSPEECH Challenge 2012 [44] and subsequently evaluated in [45]. The SLD is a subset of the
German Agender Database [46], which was originally recorded to study automatic age and gender recognition
from telephone speech. The speech is recorded over fixed and mobile telephone lines at a sample rate of 8
kHz. The database contains 18 utterance types taken from a set listed in detail in [46]. For the SLD an age
and gender balanced set of 800 speakers is selected. For each speaker, the longest sentence consisting of a
command embedded in a free sentence is used, in order to keep the effort for judging the data by many
listeners as low as possible. The SLD serves to evaluate features and algorithms for the detection of speaker
age, gender and the average subjective likability of the speaker’s voice by others. It is given with distinct
definition of training, development, and test partitions, incorporating speaker independence, as needed in
most real-life settings.
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Gathering the Annotations
Laboratory Experiments
For our experiments with labelled data from traditional laboratory procedures, we used the annotated data of
the SLD provided by (Burkhardt et al., 2011). Age, Gender and likability ratings of the data were established
by presenting the stimuli to 32 participants (17 male, 15 female, aged 20–42 years, mean=28.6, standard
deviation=5.4). To control the effects of gender and age group on the ratings, the stimuli were presented in
six blocks with a single gender/age group. To mitigate the effects of fatigue or boredom, each of the 32
participants rated only three out of the six blocks in randomised order with a short break between each block.
The order of stimuli within each block was randomised for each participant as well. Furthermore, the
participants were instructed to rate the stimuli according to their likability, without taking into account
sentence content or transmission quality. The rating of the likability was done on a seven-point Likert scale.
All participants were paid for their service [43]. To establish a consensus from the individual likability ratings
(16 per instance), the Evaluator Weighted Estimator (EWE) [47] was used. The EWE is a weighted mean,
with weights corresponding to the reliability of each rater, which is the cross-correlation of her / his rating
with the mean rating (over all raters). Hence, the EWE is – slightly adapted to our needs – defined as

where rk is the reliability of the k-th rater. For each rater, the cross-correlation is computed only on the block
of stimuli s(he) rated. In general, the raters exhibit varying reliability ranging from a cross-correlation of .057
to .697.

Crowdsourcing
We examine the idea of creating further annotations for the SLD data via the crowdsourcing service
CrowdFlower. For our experiments we hired non-professional raters, and asked them to annotate the audio
data for speaker gender and likability with the same set-up for better reproducibility. In this study, we used
the CrowdFlower interface and prepared a front-end using the CrowdFlower Markup Language (CML) and
custom JavaScript. Furthermore, we used the interface to calibrate our task for changing parameters such as
the amount of time required to complete a rating task, and the desired accuracy level to derive the payment.
However, crowdsourcing is prone to spammers trying to get paid without performing the task. Raters are
given a low wage, and they are working in their own uncontrolled environments. For those reasons in order
to ensure a high quality of the crowdsourced ratings, we adopted Crowd- Flowers’ quality control system of
test question tasks, by pairing data items with correct responses. Due to the fact that the original dataset
already has professional reference annotations, it allowed us to objectively and quantitatively compare the
quality of our gathered non-professional ratings with respect to the existing ratings from the lab. We assumed
that the performance obtained with laboratory participants should be considered as a ‘ground truth’ reference.
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Within the annotation procedure, the test questions are automatically mixed into the stream of regular tasks.
If the accuracy – defined as trustability – of a worker, measured by the number of test questions passed over
the total number of test questions seen by the rater, drops below 90 %, we decided to not accept the worker
for any further tasks. CrowdFlower claims that error rates are reduced by a factor of two when test questions
are used. All raters of the crowdsourced labels had a trustability over 90% and thus passed our qualification
test. The selected raters labelled the audio data from different countries all over the world. We provide the
details on the raters distribution per country in Table 1, showing the ten most frequent countries. For each
audio file we received 20 ratings, for a total of 16 000 ratings from different raters. Since we do not have a
crowdsourced-based rating for each file coming from the same subject, the EWE is not applicable. Therefore,
we established the Weighted Trustability Evaluator (WTE), based on the weights of the ratings derived from
the trustability of the rater. The WTE is a weighted mean over all raters for an utterance. The weights are
computed from the trustability of a rater, which is derived from the number of correct test answers over the
total number of test questions. The WTE is defined as:

where tk is the trustability of the k-th rater, computed from the P correct answers over M questions. In the
INTERSPEECH 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge [44] the EWE was discretized into the two classes ‘likable’
(L) and ‘non-likable’ (NL). While the given original annotation provides likability in multiple levels, for our
experiments the EWE rating was discretized into the three classes ‘likable’ (L), ‘neutral’ (N) and ‘non-likable’
(NL) based on the EWE rating of all stimuli in the SLD [43]–[45]. For our experiments, the WTE was also
discretized into the three classes ‘likable’ (L), ‘neutral’ (N) and ‘non-likable’ (NL). The respective detailed
partition into a training, development, and test set can be found in Table 2. Since both EWE and WTE ratings
were discretized into these three classes, we can observe the distribution of EWE and WTE ratings in two
histograms depicted in Figure 1. The histograms show the normalised EWE and WTE with a range [-1,1] and
as in [47], we used a fixed threshold equal to 0 for the EWE and WTE to obtain the three discrete classes. It
seems that, the WTE ratings have a mean value closer to 0 and a lower standard variation than the EWE
ratings.

Experiments
In the following, we validate the effectiveness of our suggested novel approach by describing first the
experimental tasks, then the feature sets and experimental setup, and finally our evaluation and analysis
criteria.

Experimental Tasks
Three tasks were evaluated: gender, 2-class likability, and 3-class likability. The gender task concerns the
classification of male, and female subjects. In the original INTERSPEECH 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge
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[44] condition the likability task aims to distinguish between likable and non-likable vocal expressions.
Subsequently, in addition to this the likability task was performed as 3-class task covering the recognition of
likable, neutral, and non-likable vocal expressions. A first evaluation of the effectiveness of the crowdsourced
ratings is carried out on the gender task. Then, we evaluate crowdsourcing on the likability tasks.
Table 1: Top ten origin countries of the raters.

Acoustic Features
For better reproducibility the acoustic feature set used in our experiments corresponds to the feature set of the
INTERSPEECH 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge [44] . We use the open-source openSMILE feature extractor
[48] to ‘brute-force’ a high-dimensional feature set by applying statistical functionals to frame-wise low-level
descriptors (LLDs), which comprise energy, spectral, and voicing related LLDs. Regarding functionals, we
aim at a compromise between a broad variety of functionals, including mean, min, max, and moments.
Altogether, the INTERSPEECH 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge feature set contains 6125 features.

Setup
Also, for better reproducibility we applied the same set-up used in the INTERSPEECH 2012 Speaker Trait
Challenge. Adopting the Weka toolkit [49], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with linear kernel were trained
with the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm. SVMs have been chosen as classifier since they
are a well-known standard method for computational paralinguistics. SVMs are discriminative classifiers
which do not require large amounts of training data, making them especially suited for our task. The SVM
training has been made at different complexity constant values C ∈ {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1}. The 3class classification problem is handled by constructing exhaustive pairwise one-vs-one SVMs.
Table 2: Partitioning of the SLD into training, development, and test set for the gender task (top), the 2class likability task (middle), and the 3-class likability task (bottom). Number of instances for the
laboratory and crowdsourcing labels are given. (F: female / M: male, L:likable / N: neutral / NL: nonlikable).
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Figure 1: Normalised EWE and WTE histograms with a range [-1,1] and a fixed threshold equal to 0 to
obtain the three discrete classes. The WTE ratings have a mean value closer to 0 and a lower standard
variation than the EWE rating.

Evaluation
As evaluation measure, we stick with unweighted average recall (UAR) as used in [50]. In the given case of
two classes (‘X’ and ‘NX’), it is calculated as (Recall(X)+Recall(NX))/2, in the given case of the three classes
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(‘X’, ‘MX’ and ‘NX’), it is calculated as (Recall(X)+Recall(MX)+Recall(NX))/3, i. e., the number of
instances per class is ignored by intention. The motivation to consider unweighted average recall rather than
weighted average recall (WAR) is that it is also meaningful for highly unbalanced distributions of instances
among classes, and for more than two classes. In the case of equal distribution, UAR and WAR naturally
resemble each other. The evaluation is performed on the test set, where we retrain the models using the
training and development set.

Results
Gender
Using the gathered labels, we investigated the efficacy of our crowdsourcing framework in providing reliable
ratings. We first evaluated the gender task which is trivial, but still it is worth mentioning as an initial proofof-concept. Therefore, we compared performances achieved using the labels obtained from the laboratory and
crowdsourcing annotators. Table 4 shows the results obtained with laboratory ratings (EWE), and
crowdsourced ratings (WTE). We further performed cross-label experiments in order to compare the EWEbased and WTE-based systems under mismatched conditions. EWE and WTE show similar performances up
to 96.1% and 95.6% UAR, respectively. As an additional metric, we also provided results in terms of area
under the curve (AUC) on which we achieve performances up to 98.9%and 97.8% respectively for EWE and
WTE. Subsequently, we achieved similar performances also in the cross-label experiments providing a further
indication that our crowdsourced labels can reliably be used in this task.

Likability
Table 3 shows the best performances for the 2-class task obtained with traditional ratings (EWE) up to
59.5%UAR. For crowdsourced ratings (WTE) results up to 60.2% UAR were archived. In addition, we show
cross-label results by training with EWE labels and testing with WTE ratings, and vice-versa. We can observe
the best results for EWE testing with WTE labels of up to 57.4% UAR, and WTE testing with EWE labels of
up to 59.2% UAR, respectively. Besides the comparison with state-of-the-art performances, we also applied
an alternative 3-class discretisation by introducing the neutral class. More specifically, the 3-class task was
computed averaging different complexities and different WTE and EWE thresholds. The best result was
obtained with the thresholds between -0.14 and 0.14 for EWE and -0.17 and 0.08 for WTE. The second row
of Table 3 shows the performances for the 3-class task, up to 45.7% UAR (41.6% UAR on average) for EWE.
The WTE archived results up to 58.6% UAR (48.1%UAR on average), showing an improved performance
against EWE. The cross-label results show best results for EWE testing with WTE labels of up to 35.3% UAR
(33.5% UAR on average), and WTE testing with EWE labels of up to 45.5% UAR (40.5% UAR on average),
respectively. For all performances obtained, the 3-class task provided better performance compared to the 2class task. Comparing the cross-label results for the 3-class task and the 2- class task, we observe further
improvement using the WTE instead of EWE. The proposed WTE seems to be more robust under cross-label
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evaluation, with a significant absolute improvement (one-tailed z-test, p<0.01) of 12.9% UAR against the
traditional ratings coming from different raters.
Table 3: Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) and Weighted Average Recall (WAR) for the 2-class and 3class Likability tasks. Shown are the best performances obtained with traditional ratings (EWE), and
crowdsourced ratings (WTE) using SVM with linear kernel. Cross-label results are also shown by
training with EWE labels and testing with WTE ratings, and vice-versa. C: complexity parameter,
optimised on the development set. Average results are computed over different complexities and different
WTE and EWE thresholds.

Table 4: Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) and Weighted Average Recall (WAR) for the 2-class gender
task. Shown are the best performances obtained with traditional ratings (EWE), and crowdsourced ratings
(WTE) using SVM with linear kernel. Cross-label results are also shown by training with EWE labels and
testing with WTE ratings, and vice-versa. C: complexity parameter, optimised on the development set.

Conclusion
We proposed a novel evaluator for crowdsourced-based ratings termed Weighted Trustability Evaluator
(WTE) which is computed from the rater-dependent consistency over the test questions. We further
investigated the reliability of crowdsourced annotations as compared to the ones obtained from different
annotators with traditional labelling procedures. This comparison showed a significant improvement in
performances against the traditional labels of up to 12.9% absolute improvement. Additionally, cross- label
experiments showed, that WTE-based labels seem to perform more robustly. The experiments were conducted
on the Speaker Likability Database (SLD) already used in the INTERSPEECH Challenge 2012. The caveat
has to be made that this is a pilot study, with a limited number of samples per class; the results will be reviewed
and verified with larger databases and crowdsourced ratings collected in the future. However, the results lend
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further weight to the assumption that crowdsourcing can be applied as a reliable annotation source for
computational paralinguistics given a sufficient number of raters and suited measurements of their reliability.

CHAPTER II: ADAPTATION AND MULTILINGUALITY
3. Continuous Emotion Estimation in Speech by Dynamic
Cooperative Speaker Models
Introduction
Speech is one of, if not the, most natural way for humans to communicate. In everyday social interactions,
humans express various complex feelings such as emotion and empathy. Despite the fact that the cognitive
processes used to encode affective information during social interactions are relatively complex, humans can
easily manage to decode such information in real time from multimodal cues. Conversely, the effort required
of computer-based systems for a reliable and autonomous understanding of emotion is still challenging, even
for the unimodal analysis of speech. Nonetheless, the development of such affective computing systems is
promising for many distinct fields of research. Health care systems may offer a personalized treatment
according to the measured emotional content, along with an auxiliary diagnostic tool of the psychological or
developmental state of the patient, such as depression [51], [52] or autism spectrum conditions [2]. Remote
care assistance can benefit from the estimation of the affective state (e. g., stress or fear) in the voice of elder
people [53]. Moreover, applications such as speech based advertising, and job interview may be incredibly
enriched by customer affect oriented services and monitoring, among many others.
Beyond the proven interests in the relatively new discipline of affective computing, until now numerous issues
have limited the full development and use of speech emotion recognition (SER) systems in real life
applications [54]. Whereas the automatic recognition of acted emotion can provide useful insights in the
process of affective behaviors encoding into speech and lead to very high recognition rates [55], [56], it is
widely acknowledged that such data cannot be a good representative of the emotions produced in real-life
interactions [57]. Spontaneous emotions are indeed much more subtle and almost never appear as a ”fullblown” expression [58]. As a result, the automatic recognition of spontaneous emotions is much more
challenging in comparison to the automatic recognition of acted emotions. In such scenario, we aimed at
developing a system able to continuously and automatically predict the perceived emotional condition of a
subject expressed in any kind of naturalistic environment.

Related work
Recently, databases of emotion collected during natural interactions with time-continuous ratings (e.g.,
arousal and valence [59]) have emerged, such as the Sensitive Artificial Listener (SAL) set in the HUMAINE
database [60], the SEMAINE database [61] and the RECOLA database [62]. Such databases have caused a
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shift in methods, first of all moving from classification to regression to be able to model continuous affective
dimensions [63], and next moving from utterance or segment level labels [64] to quasi time continuous labels
[61], [65]. Automatic recognition of naturalistic emotion from time-continuous labels presents however
several challenges that are not yet solved [54], such as the definition of a reliable gold standard from a pool
of raters and the issue of data scarcity in training models.
In the light of the appraisal theory from the domain of emotion psychology [66], each annotator may have a
subjective perception of the affective state expressed by an individual, motivated by his/her own past and
present experience, memories, reasoning, etc. Additionally, humans have natural bias and inconsistencies in
their judgement [67], which creates additional noise in the ratings. Further, the variability in emotion
perception can also be observed in the time domain, since the evaluators may have different reaction lag (RL)
during the procedure of time-continuous annotation [68]. However, the natural diversity found in emotion
perception is usually merged when a machine learning model is trained, by averaging several evaluations
from a pool of raters into a single gold standard. Whereas the use of all annotation data can help at preserving
diversity in emotion perception, e. g., by using multi-task learning of each annotator [24], [69], it has the main
disadvantage to increase the overall complexity of the model according to the number of available raters. The
issue of synchronisation of various individual ratings for defining a gold standard has also been investigated
with signal processing techniques. Models of RL have been estimated from the data, by maximising the
correlation coefficient ([70]–[72]), or the mutual information ([68]) between audiovisual features and
emotional ratings while shifting back in time the latter.
Regarding the issue of data scarcity, the main question to be solved is how to deal with the huge diversity
found in a collection of spontaneous displays of emotion. The common approach in the literature is to use all
the emotion variability found in the data as training material and tune the machine learning system in order
to disregard the less relevant instances (e. g., by optimising the number of support vectors and the soft margin
in Support Vector Regression (SVR)) for emotion prediction [63], [73]–[75]. Some recent work have
proposed to use cooperative learning as a means to select the most informative instances from a set of
unlabelled acoustic utterances [76]. But the core underlying idea of this approach is to reduce the cost of the
human annotation task, e.g., by selecting instances which are predicted with a low confidence level, not to
consider consensus as a way to optimise the predictability of a given SER system. Attempts have already
been made in developing cooperative strategies in supervised classification with ensemble models [77], or by
considering multi-scaled sliding windows for binary classification [78]. Cooperative strategies have also been
used to perform fusion of multimodal stimuli, by using either early (i. e., features) or late (i. e., decisions)
fusion techniques [24], [79], [80]
Taking inspiration from the cooperative strategy proposed in [81], here we introduce a system able to
autonomously and temporarily change the composition of a restricted group of predictors provided by singlespeaker-regression-models (SSRMs) in a cooperation task governed by a concordance paradigm.
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Main contribution
Motivations of our work lie in the intention to produce a system that can predict the perceived level of emotion
of a subject from speech analysis through the fusion of multiple independently trained systems. To this regard,
we propose a three-topic formulation of the problem of SER from time-continuous labels: emotion
subjectivity, models concordance, and dynamic settings.
As mentioned earlier, the use of annotated data of emotion has the immediate consequence of forcing the
discrepancy between the emotion produced by the subject and that perceived by the evaluators [66]. Even
though the latter may not match the actual affective state of the subject, the evaluators provide the unique
available judgement about the emotion, transferring the natural subjectivity of the speaker into the subjectivity
of a group of listeners. Hence, in this paper, we propose a modular strategy based on cooperative models to
perform emotion prediction from speech data. Consensus-based merging strategy is crucial for the
cooperation of concordant responses, either of the evaluators (e. g., the Evaluator Weighted Estimator (EWE)
[82]) or of the model developed for each speaker. The main goal here is not to consider emotion prediction
as a fixed evaluation procedure, but rather as a dynamic cooperative task.
The first stage of our SER system consists of developing an SSRM for each speaker. Then, a second stage
follows that consists of applying a cooperative strategy to merge the responses provided by the different
SSRMs, while dynamically selecting the window of observation in which the concordance of the responses
is estimated. The possibility to develop single-speaker-models merged through a cooperative strategy makes
the proposed method easily applicable for real-time applications. Mobile devices and WEB based applications
require that the regression model can be continuously updated with new data, while avoiding the exponential
increasing of the learning time or the re-training of the whole model after the addition of new speakers to the
system. The cooperative approach proposed in this paper offers an elegant solution to this constraint, because
it is able to embed new speakers’ models independently trained on separate speech sequences in a dynamic
cooperative generation rule. Further, the dynamic adaptation of the SSRM along the observation window
allows the system to automatically select the most concordant models and thus maximise the overall
performance.
In line with the three-topics formulation reported above, and in accordance with the paper organization, the
main contributions of this paper can be listed as follow: (i) we propose to use a quadrant-based temporal
division to estimate the RL of emotion annotation and perform features selection (topic emotion subjectivity),
(ii) we define a dynamic consensus-based cooperative strategy to predict emotion from several SSRMs (topics
dynamic settings and models concordance), and (iii) we perform extensive evaluations on a fully naturalistic
database of emotion (RECOLA) to compare the performance of our system with methods from the state-ofthe-art.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: first, Section 3.2 gives a detailed description of the
proposed consensus-based SER system, and introduces the database used for the experiments; next Section
3.3 reports results. Final remarks and direction of future research are given in Section 3.4.
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Data and methods
Database
For this experiment we used RECOLA database, introduced in D4.7 Section 3.

Single speaker regression model (SSRM)
Fig. 1 shows a schematic description of the whole method. Coloured blocks identify each SSRM receiving as
input the speech of a speaker as well as the corresponding annotations in terms of arousal and valence. The
cooperative regression model (CRM) used for the prediction of an emotional dimension (e. g., arousal or
valence) from an unlabelled speech sequence, involves to average the responses of each SSRM exhibiting a
common consensus, as illustrated by the stylised men with raised hand. The steps needed for the construction
of SSRM and CRM are listed in Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively, and are detailed in the following sections.
Fig. 1.Schematic description of the consensus based speech emotion recognition system
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3.2.2.1. Acoustic feature extraction
We consider the 65 acoustic low level descriptors (LLDs) and their first order derivatives (producing 130
LLDs in total) that were used for the INTERPSEECH Computational Paralinguistic challengE since its 2013
edition [25]. The COMPARE features feature set have been computed with the open source extractor
OPENSMILE (release 2.0) [83]. This feature set includes a group of 4 energy related LLDs, 55 spectral
related LLDs, and 6 voicing related LLDs, cf. Table 1 and step 1 in Algorithm 1. For more details on the
COMPARE features set, the reader is referred to [84]. In what follows, we denote with Nt the temporal length
of each speech sequence, with Nf the total number of acoustic features, with Ne the number of evaluators for
each speech sequence, and with Nsp the number of speakers for which data and annotations are available as
training material.
3.2.2.2. Gold standard estimation
Learning the acoustic model of an emotional dimension requires the computation of a gold standard from the
annotated data of each speaker, cf. step 2 in Algorithm 1. This is often achieved by averaging the traces
provided by each rater. The EWE [82] procedure can be used to centre the ratings to a value that maximises
the inter-rater agreement [24]. Assuming that individual mean centring of each annotation may alter the
original rating by resetting the natural bias of each annotator, i. e., the subjective perception of each rater,
here we propose a new weighted averaging strategy that maintains the original dynamic of the annotations
similarly to the one used in [24].
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Formally, indicating with d each dimension, i.e., d = {a, v}, and starting from the evaluation provided by each
rater, ei,
, i=1,...Ne, the six evaluations are shifted of the same quantity
Eqs. (1) - (3).

with

that is obtained by applying

the mean pair-wise Pearson correlation coefficient of the annotation provided by the evaluator ei

with the remaining Ne - 1, and
of the ratings provided by the evaluators ei and ej.

the positive Pearson’s correlation coefficient

Such procedure gives thus priority to the raters that agree more with the pool when averaging their respective
annotation. If all raters perfectly agree with each other, then all pair-wise correlation coefficients are equal to
one and our procedure corresponds to a simple average of the annotations after mean centring.
Note that we do not consider in the computation of the gold standard the annotations that exhibit negative
correlation coefficients to avoid unwanted compensation effects in the normalisation procedure.
3.2.2.3. Quadrant-based temporal division (QBTD)
According to the Russell’s two dimensional representation of emotions, each quadrant of the diagram conveys
specific characteristics of emotion. Further, all emotions are not conveyed by a unique acoustic features set
[85], and such associations can also vary according to the age and the gender of the speaker, among many
other paralinguistic traits and states [29]. We therefore propose to consider those peculiarities to select
relevant acoustic feature subsets and estimate RL of the raters. For the purpose of optimizing the feature
selection as well as the reaction lag estimation procedures, we decide to segment the gold standards yd(t) and
the corresponding acoustic features xk(t), k
= 1,..., Nf into segments of positive and negative arousal or
valence. Denoting with q = {a+,a-,v+,v-} each possible quadrant of the 2D arousal-valence space, cf. step 3 in
Algorithm 1, the corresponding segments of the gold standard are indicated by
, and the corresponding segments of acoustic features by

,

,
and

and
,

,
where

,
and similarly for yv. With reference to the Russell
representation, we call this segmentation the quadrant-based temporal division (QBTD). Segmentation is
performed by simply concatenating all the segments of a single quadrant. Such procedure adds the benefit to
avoid that feature selection is mostly guided by the most populated quadrant.
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3.2.2.4. Reaction lag estimation and feature selection
It is known that evaluators need some time to evaluate the cues observable in an audio-visual sequence and
then report the corresponding emotion. This is especially observable on time-continuous ratings used on
dimensional models of emotion, where a delay occurs between the observable cues and the reported emotional
value. According to the evaluations performed in [86], we assume here a RL distinct for each speaker and
emotional dimension with a negligible variation among the six ratings of the same speaker, compensating this
effect with the correlation-based estimation of the gold standard. However, we relate the estimation of the
optimal RL to a feature selection procedure that is performed independently on each quadrant of the 2D
arousal-valence emotional space, to consider the peculiarities of the acoustic features according to the
emotions.
The importance of such kind of analysis has been demonstrated by the results obtained in preliminary
comparative simulations performed without the RL-based synchronization of features and gold standard. In
this regards, in Section 3.5 we will discuss results of the related experiments run to reinforce our assumption.
All gold standard segments
,
,
, and
extracted by the QBTD decomposition are
thus used separately for each quadrant to perform synchronisation with the corresponding acoustic features.
For each quadrant q and a variable RL value in the range [0, 8] s with a step of 0.04s, the corresponding gold
standard segment is shifted back in time with a lag equal to RL and the correlation-based feature selection
(CFS) measure is computed [87], [88] (steps 7-8 in Algorithm 1). The optimal reaction lag
is then
defined as the RL that maximises the CFS measure (step 10 Algorithm 1). Given the two optimal values
for a given dimension (i.e., arousal or valence), the final reaction lag is estimated by weighting the
two values obtained on each side of the considered dimension with the length of the corresponding segments
(step 13 for arousal and step 14 for valence Algorithm 1). Compensation of the annotation delay is finally
obtained by shifting back in time the gold standard with the corresponding RL (step 15 Algorithm 1).
Results show that an average RL of 3.89 s is obtained for arousal ( = 1.16s) and 4.52s ( = 2.15s) for valence,
in total agreement with the experimental results reported in the literature [24], [86]. Arousal is indeed a less
subjective emotion than valence and thus requires less time for being evaluated. Concerning the results of
feature selection, we list in Appendix A the most frequently selected features in each quadrant along with the
related description. Note that the list of features that are selected in each quadrant are saved (step 11 Algorithm
1) and concatenated (step 16 Algorithm 1) for each affective dimension in order to be used for the prediction
of an unknown speaker’s emotion.
3.2.2.5. Feature normalization and linear regression
The features selected using the QBTD procedure are normalized by a Z-score (step 17 in Algorithm 1), i.e.,
the mean is removed from the features and the values are further divided by the standard-deviation, and the
normalization parameters
and
(mean and standard deviation) are stored in the SSRM’s parameters
for being used later in the cooperative regression. Concerning the regression part of the SSRM, we trained
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Partial Least Square regression (PLS) on the selected features (step 18 in Algorithm 1). The SIMPLS
algorithm is used for this purpose [89]. The optimal numbers of latent variables LVa and LVv (for arousal and
valence, respectively) are extracted through contiguous block splitting cross-validation (10 splits) performed
on the entire speech of the speaker.

Cooperative Regression Model (CRM)
The principle of the cooperative regression model (CRM) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The CRM receives as inputs
the predictions provided by each SSRM. Only the predictions that exhibit a common consensus (indicated by
the men with raised hand) are averaged and a final prediction is produced. The cooperation principle is based
on a two-fold strategy. First, each SSRM is applied on the speech of a new speaker spx which produces an
individual response. Then, only the most concordant responses among the Nsp available ones are retained and
merged to produce the final prediction. In order to select the most concordant predictions, we used the mutual
concordance correlation coefficient (CCC),
[90]. It is a measure of agreement between two timecontinuous predictions that non-linearly combines in a unique parameter the Pearson correlation coefficient
(CC), , and the mean square error. The parameter CCC computed on two time-series y1(t) and y2(t) on a
given observation time-interval T is defined as follows:

where the CC, the mean, and the standard deviation are meant to be computed under the assumption of
stationary of the two time-series y1(t) and y2(t) on the observation time-interval T. The underlying idea of
using the CCC is to measure the consensus of the predictions provided by the speakers in the cooperation
observed on a given time period T. The steps used in the CRM are listed in Algorithm 2 and detailed below.
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Algorithm 2 Implementation of the CRM

At each time t (step 1 in Algorithm 2) and for a given temporal window w, (step 2 in Algorithm 2), the pthSSRM is first applied to the unlabelled speech sequence spx producing a response y(t, spx, spp) (step 4 in
Algorithm 2). We emphasize that the range of [0-80]s where to select the most concordant responses has been
chosen to let the approach have a wide range of possibilities to choose the optimum interval of concordance.
Then, for each SSRM, the average pair-wise CCC is computed considering its prediction with the others ρc(w,
p) (step 5 in Algorithm 2). A global concordance factor ρc(w), for the duration w, is obtained by averaging
only the ρc(w, p) that falls in the 60th-percentile (step 6 in Algorithm 2). This value has been selected after
running experiments using values in the range [50-70]th-percentile and selecting the optimal trade-off
between the number of predictions merged on average and the performance in the prediction. The optimal
window duration wopt and the most concordant predictions are defined by the arguments that maximises the
value of ρc, (step 8 in Algorithm 2). The most concordant responses are then averaged which produces the
final prediction in wopt (step 9 in Algorithm 2). Continuous monitoring can be achieved by implementing a
sliding windowing procedure with a time lag t0 = 200 ms. Due to the optimal duration selection (wopt) and to
the used sliding window there can be overlapping predictions that are finally averaged time by time (step 11
in Algorithm 2). Finally, a moving average procedure over 8 s is applied to produce a smoothed response in
the final prediction (step 12 in Algorithm 2).
The described procedure illustrates how the most concordant predictions are selected according to the average
pair-wise CCC computed on a dynamically changing window. This implementation choice is motivated by
the fact that it is not a priori known which is the duration of consensus or of disagreement of each predictor
with the majority. As a consequence, the composition of the cooperation changes dynamically over time as it
is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the dynamic consensus-based cooperative merging rule for emotion prediction on
arousal. The left and right plots represent two consecutive segments each of 20 s of duration. The red curve
represents the gold standard (speaker P19), the black curve is the unsmoothed prediction obtained after
averaging the most concordant predictions (the magenta curves, i. e., those that fall below the 60thpercentile) and excluding the less concordant ones (the green curves). The blue curve is the final prediction
obtained after applying a moving average sliding window for smoothing purpose. On the top of the figure,
the magenta circles indicate the speakers that were included in the cooperation process for each of the two
segments whereas green circles indicate those that were excluded. The magenta arrows indicate the process
of inclusion of the SSRMs (speakers P62 and P64) and the green ones the process of exclusion (speakers
P25, P26 and P28) when in the second segment.

Results and discussion
The proposed method has been tested using the RECOLA database which contains 23 publicly available
emotion speech sequences of five minutes length each that were annotated in terms of arousal and valence.
To assess the performance of the CRM we implemented a leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO) cross-validation
strategy to ensure speaker independence in testing the system. In the following, we describe each test that has
been performed to evaluate system performance.
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Training and optimization of SSRM
We first evaluated the performance obtained during the training and the optimisation of the SSRM. The CCC,
CC, and root mean square error (RMSE) between the gold standard and the prediction, as well as the average
CFS (i.e., over the two CFS computed in the two quadrants of the same dimension) computed during the
optimisation step are given in Fig. 3 and 4 for arousal and valence, respectively. Results show that arousal is
significantly better recognised from the acoustic features than valence. This result is in agreement with the
literature, where acoustic features have always been shown to present a stronger correlation with the arousal
dimension in comparison with valence [91]. The values of CCC and CC are most of the time almost identical,
as the RMSE is quite low; we obtained an average RMSE of 0.068 for arousal and of 0.128 for valence over
a range of 2.

Overall performance of the CRM
We tested our system on the RECOLA database by applying the CRM on the predictions provided by each
SSRM with a LOSO evaluation framework. The performance obtained for each speaker is combined in the
box-plot in Fig. 5 for CCC (top) and CC (bottom) and for arousal (left) and valence (right) dimensions. Results
confirm that the prediction of arousal from acoustic features provides significantly better results than for
valence. The combination of weak predictors (PLS) in the CRM, which is similar to a boosting strategy [92],
provides a performance that is comparable with the one obtained with more complex machine learning
methods that are trained on a full set of speakers [24], [80].

Inclusion of SSRM in the CRM
Since our system dynamically adapts the ensemble of SSRM used in the cooperation strategy to perform
emotion prediction, we have analysed the frequency of inclusion (i. e., the number of times the SSRM of a
speaker is included in the cooperation over the number of observation windows) of each speaker in the model.
Fig. 6 illustrates two bar diagrams (the upper for arousal and the lower for valence), representing the frequency
with which each speaker is included in the cooperation. The x-axis reports the speaker labels. The graphical
results highlight that some speakers such as P16, P17, and P21 (for arousal), P17, P34, and P62 (for valence),
marked by the black arrows and represented by red bars, are rarely selected in the cooperative rule. Indeed, if
one speaker generally produces emotion in such a specific way that his/her data cannot be used to predict
efficiently another speaker’s affective behaviour, then these data are not included in the cooperation rule. In
addition, we observed that the gold standard annotation of these speakers (in terms of arousal, valence, or
both) exhibit a very small total variation (the sum of the absolute first derivative over the entire period),
meaning that the annotations remain almost stable except for a few small time intervals. This strong
heterogeneity in terms of depicted emotions is another possible explanation for the exclusion of the
corresponding SSRM from the consensus rule. Therefore, the system autonomously solves this aspect by the
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dynamic selection of the members of the cooperation, assuring that speakers with low generalization
capabilities do not deteriorate the overall prediction performance.

Fig. 3. Performance obtained during the training of each SSRM for the arousal dimension (from top to
bottom): concordance correlation coefficient (CCC), Pearson’s correlation coefficient (CC), root mean
square error (RMSE), and correlation-based feature selection (CFS).
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Fig. 4. Performance obtained during the training of each SSRM for the valence dimension (from top to
bottom): concordance correlation coefficient (CCC), Pearson’s correlation coefficient (CC), root mean
square error (RMSE), and correlation-based feature selection (CFS).

Fig. 5. Box-plots of CCC and CC values of the cooperative regression model applied to each speaker in
testing phase for arousal and valence.
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Fig. 6. Bar diagrams showing the frequency of inclusion of the SSRM in the CRM. Bars corresponding to
the SSRM that are rarely involved in the CRM are coloured in red and indicated with a descending black
arrow.

Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new strategy for continuous speech emotion estimation in the domain of valence
and arousal. New paradigms have been presented concerning single speaker and cooperative regression
models. A novel quadrant-based decomposition of speech sequence is used for model optimisation to achieve
emotion-related feature selection. Concepts like evaluator’s reaction lag and concordance for aggregation
have been addressed and embedded in the whole method, fostering the paradigm of perception to achieve a
realistic estimation of the affective content of an unlabelled speaker. The novel strategy confers robustness to
inter-rater agreement variability. Moreover, the addition to the cooperation of speech sequences of new
speakers is now expected using the single speaker model construction, as well as the inclusion of additional
affective contents of the same speaker by single speaker model relearning. The proposed system presents
important potential implications. First of all, new speakers can be added to the cooperative system simply by
training a new SSRM using the speech sequence along with the relative annotations for the new speaker.
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Second, new affective contents of a speaker already present in the system may be included in the cooperation
simply by performing re-learning of the SSRM of that speaker adding a new speech sequence with a strong
reduction of the required learning time. Consequently, system updating can be seen as a parallel procedure
that does not influence the normal functioning and, in addition, it does not require time consuming re-learning
of the whole prediction system. For this reason, the proposed architecture is perfectly suitable for mobile
applications, thanks to the easiness and flexibility to develop single models separately trained on distinct
speech sequences with different emotional contents. Web-based applications could offer the possibility to
everyone to upload to the cloud his/her speech sequence along with the corresponding annotation. Finally,
the introduction of the QBTD paradigm suggests future developments based on modular architecture in which
each SSRM is trained and optimised on each quadrant and then merged using a cooperative rule based on
different machine learning scenarios and other databases of emotional speech.

4. Enhancing Multilingual Recognition of Emotion in Speech by
Language Identification
Introduction
Each culture imposes certain attitudes, behaviours, verbal and nonverbal reactions different from other
cultures among its individuals. Similarly, it influences emotion expression and perception. These variations
affect cross cultural emotion comprehension by humans; Elfenbein and Ambady found that when emotions
are expressed and recognized by the people of the same ethnic or regional group the emotion recognition
accuracy is higher [93]. Equivalently, we expect that due to these variations, without knowing the cultural,
ethnic or language background of a person, automatic emotion recognition (AER) is a difficult task and can
be error-prone.
In the last decade, AER (especially from speech) has gained increasing attention in various domains, such as,
health care [94], education [95], serious games [96], and robotics [2]. Despite decent performance being
reported in research papers under laboratory conditions [97], emotion recognition from speech under real-life
conditions still remains challenging; in particular, when considering the contextual dependencies of affective
expressions across different speakers, languages and cultures.
To understand the features leading to these variations, a number of interdisciplinary studies paid attention to
unique speech attributes within and across cultures, reporting strong universal similarities as well as cultural
diversities (e. g., [98]–[100]). Likewise, Scherer et al. concluded that culture- and language-specific
paralinguistic patterns may influence the emotion perception [101]. Furthermore, Feraru et al. investigated
emotion recognition from speech on cross-language families by including less researched languages from
completely different language families such as Burmese, Romanian or Turkish [102]. They found that, AER
for corpora of the same language has the highest accuracy while emotion recognition across language families
has the lowest. In the middle, in terms of accuracy, came emotion recognition within the same language
family. Therefore, we can infer that speech linguistic features carry information about the culture and the way
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emotions are expressed or perceived. Consequently, these inherent linguistic features in speech could be used
to enhance cross-lingual (-cultural) emotion recognition.
In this paper, we investigate if applying a model selection technique based on language identification (LID)
for multilingual emotion recognition could improve speech emotion recognition (SER) accuracy. The
databases given in this study represent three different language families (Germanic, Romance, Sino-Tibetan).
We compare four selected approaches for choosing an optimal training set depending on the current language:
i) a supervised model selection (where the language of the utterance is known), ii) cross-family model
selection, iii) using a model which is trained on all available corpora, and iv) selection based on automatic
LID.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section briefly reviews the literature on multilingual emotion
recognition. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we describe our approach and the designed experiments, respectively. In
Section 4.5, the results will be provided and finally, in Section 4.6, we draw conclusions and suggest future
work.

Literature review
Although there is extensive research on enhancing emotion and sentiment recognition from multilingual text
[103], [104], there is considerably less effort on the emotion analysis from multilingual speech. This is mostly
due to the lack of multilingual databases with equal conditions as well as the assumption that paralinguistic
features (i. e., how something is said) represent emotions in speech more than linguistic features (i. e., what
is said). There exists a plethora of databases considering emotional state [105]. However, these resources are
existing mostly for all Indo-European languages, e. g. English, French or German [56]. Nevertheless, one of
the only multilingual emotional speech database is INTERFACE [106] which is not freely available. Despite
this lack of resources, a preliminary study shows that within English, Hebrew, and Swedish speech samples,
‘Afraid’ is harder to be recognize in Hebrew language while ‘Anger’ is harder in English and Swedish [96].
Furthermore, transfer learning has been applied to recognize emotions from multilingual speech. This
approach allows the use of knowledge obtained from other databases and to be transferred for use as
knowledge for a new database. Shared-Hidden-Layer Auto-Encoders [107] and Canonical Correlation
Analysis [108] are proposed to match the feature distribution between multilingual emotional speech corpora.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that one uses language identification to select an
appropriate model for emotion recognition.

Method
Our approach to the multilingual emotion analysis is to first train a model for each target language. Then, for
a new utterance, we detect the language using a language identifier and select the corresponding model for
emotion recognition. The schema of this process is shown in Fig. 1. For the remainder of this section, we
describe the language identifier and the speech emotion recognizer.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed multilingual AER.

LID
Our language identification is based on the i-vector approach with bottleneck features and a Gaussian linear
backend as classifier [109]. The i-vector approach was introduced in speaker recognition [110], but has been
widely used in multiple fields of speech processing, such as age estimation [111], emotion detection [112],
depression analysis [113], speech recognition [114], and also language recognition [115]. Since then, the
major improvement comes from the use of bottleneck features to reduce the error rates of the language
recognition system by 50% relative with respect to the conventionally used shifted delta cepstra [109]. Our
system consists of 5 blocks:
Voice activity detection Small neural network trained with 2 outputs (one for speech and second for nonspeech) is used for selecting only the speech parts of the recording.
Bottleneck Feature Extraction Bottleneck Neural-Network (BN-NN) refers to a topology of a NN, whose
hidden layers has lower dimensionality than the surrounding layers. A bottleneck feature vector is generally
understood as a by-product of forwarding a primary input feature vector through the BN-NN and reading off
the vector of values at the bottleneck layer. We have used a cascade of two such NNs for our experiments.
The output of the first network is stacked in time, defining context-dependent input features for the second
NN, hence the term Stacked Bottleneck Features.
The NN input features are 24 log Mel-scale filter bank outputs augmented with fundamental frequency and
probability of voicing features based on [116]. The conversation-side based mean subtraction is applied on
the whole feature vector. 11 frames of log filter bank outputs and fundamental frequency features are stacked
together. Hamming window followed by discrete cosine transform consisting of the 0th to 5th base are applied
on the time trajectory of each parameter resulting in (24+2)×6 = 156 coefficients on the first stage NN input.
The configuration for the first NN is 156 × DH × DH × DBN×DH×K, where K is the number of targets (phoneme
states from 5 languages in our case). The dimensionality of the bottleneck layer, DBN was fixed to 80. This
was shown as optimal in [117]. The dimensionality of other hidden layers was set to 1500. The bottleneck
outputs from the first NN are sampled at times t−10, t−5, t, t+5, and t+10, where t is the index of the current
frame. The resulting 400-dimensional features are input to the second stage NN with the same topology as
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first stage. The 80 bottleneck outputs from the second NN (referred to SBN) are taken as features for the
conventional GMM/UBM i-vector based SID system.
For training the neural networks, the IARPA Babel Program data 3 were used. This data simulates a case of
what one could collect in limited time from a completely new language. It consists mainly of telephone
conversational speech, but scripted recordings as well as far field recordings are also present. We have used
first five languages from the collection (Cantonese, Pashto, Turkish, Tagalog, Vietnamese). For more analysis
about multilingual SBN see [109].
i-vector provides an elegant way of reducing large- dimensional input data to a small-dimensional feature
vector while retaining most of the relevant information. The technique was originally inspired by the Joint
Factor Analysis (JFA) framework introduced in [118]. The main idea is that the utterance-dependent Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) supervector of concatenated GMM mean vectors s can be modeled as:
s = m + Tw
(1)
Where m is the Universal Background Model (UBM) GMM mean supervector, T is a low-rank matrix
representing M bases spanning subspace with important variability in the mean supervector space, and w is a
latent variable of size M with standard normal distribution.
For each observation , the aim is to compute the parameters of the posterior probability of w:
(2)
The i-vector

is the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) point estimate of the variable w, i. e., the mean

of the

posterior distribution
. It maps most of the relevant information from a variable-length observation
to a fixed- (small-) dimensional vector.
is the precision of the posterior distribution. We used 2048
Gaussian Mixture Components with diagonal covariances and an i-vector with 600 dimensions.
Gaussian Linear Classifier Utterance level score vectors (e.g., i-vectors) are modeled as having a shared
within-class covariance and language dependent means. These parameters are estimated with maximumlikelihood. The scores are computed from the constant and linear terms of the Gaussian log-likelihoods for
each language. The data for training the language models come from the past NIST Language recognition
evaluations 4. We used 8 models: Chinese Dialects, Mandarin Chinese, American English, British English,
Indian English, German, French, and Spanish.

Speech Emotion Recognition
From each utterance, 384 features are extracted using openSMILE [83]. The feature set was introduced in the
Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge; it contains 12 functionals of 2 × 16 acoustic Low-Level Descriptors
(LLDs) including their first delta regression. The LLDs are zero-crossing rate, root mean square of frame
energy, pitch frequency, harmonics-to-noise ratio by autocorrelation function and Mel-frequency cepstral
3
4

Collected by Appen, http://www.appenbutlerhill.com
NIST LRE: lre.nist.gov
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coefficients 1–12. The 12 functionals are minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness,
relative position, ranges, and two linear regression coefficients with their mean square error. Additionally, we
normalized each corpus to have zero mean and standard deviation of one. It has been shown that, the corpusnormalization has positive effects on cross-corpus emotion recognition [6]. Finally, as the classifier, we used
Support Vector Machines (SVM) with linear kernel.

Experiment
The experimental setup is as follows. We select two separate corpora for each language: One for training a
speech emotion recognizer, and one for the test. Having these two corpora with the same recording conditions
is ideal. However, due to the lack of multilingual speech emotion databases, we opt for having two corpora
for each language family. We compare four emotion model selection approaches for each utterance: the same
language family, across language family, all languages, and selective language family (see Table 3). For the
same language family we select a model which is trained on the other corpus within the same language family
while for the across language family a model which is trained on both corpora in the other language family
is selected. In the case of all languages, we select a model which is trained on all other available corpora.
Finally, for the selective language family we select the model based on the identified language family: trained
on the other corpus in the same family or on the two corpora of the other language family. To have a fair
comparison, for each case, we upsample the training set in such a way to have the same number of instances
as the whole data-points in all corpora as well as to have the same number of instances for each class. In the
next section, we describe the corpora for our analyses.

Databases
Six databases with languages from different language families (Romance, Germanic, Sino-Tibetan) have been
evaluated in this paper. Table 1 gives an overview of the selected databases. The Chinese Vocal emotional
stimuli Database (VESD) is recorded in Mandarin Chinese. Thirty five pseudo sentences were selected and
read by 4 subjects (2 males and 2 females, with a mean age of 24.3 years) to express 7 emotion states, namely
anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness, pleasant surprise, and neutrality [119]. The Chinese emotional speech
corpus CASIA consists of 5 emotions (angry, fear, happy, sad, and neutral). For each emotion, 500 sentences
were read by 4 professional speakers (2 males and 2 females) [120]. The EU-Emotion Stimulus Set (EUEMOSS) [121] is a newly developed collection of dynamic multi-modal emotion (facial expressions, voice
and body gesture) and mental state representations. A total of 20 emotions and mental states (afraid, angry,
ashamed, bored, disappointed, disgusted, excited, frustrated, happy, hurt, interested, jealous, joking, kind,
proud, sad, sneaky, surprised, unfriendly plus neutral) are represented there. This emotion set is portrayed by
a multi-ethnic (German, French, Spanish, and English) group of child and adult actors aged 10–70 years old
(ten female and nine male). The database was recorded in the context of the ASC-Inclusion project [94]. To
have unified emotion labels for each databases, we mapped the labels onto 4 classes positive/negative
Arousal/Valence. These mappings are provided in the Table 2.
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Table 1: Corpora information. (#m): number of male speaker, (#f): number of female speakers.

Table 2: Mapping of class labels onto Negative/Positive Arousal/valence. Acronyms: Neu(tral),
Sur(prised), Ang(er), Hap(py), Fru(strated), Int(erested), Dis(appointed), Unf(riendly), Disg(ust),
Unfr(iendly)

Table 3: Four approaches for selecting training corpora (An example for an utterance in the test Corpus
1). X: chosen, ?: selection based.

Result
The confusion matrix of the language family identification is provided in Table 4. The accuracy on the
Germanic languages is quite low; we speculate this is due to the large amount of short utterances (95% of the
utterances have less than three seconds). Moreover, the accuracy is the highest for the Sino-Tibetan language
family. This could be due to the high differentiation between Indo-European and Sino-Tibetan language
families. The emotion recognition results are provided in Table 5.
Each row of the table indicates the test corpora. The ‘LID ACC’ column represents how accurate the LID
could classify each corpus into the correct language family (3-classes). The training emotion corpora are
either (i) the other language within the same language family (diagonals), (ii) the aggregation of the corpora
in the other language family (off-diagonals), or (iii) both within and across language families (‘All’ column).
As indicated in [102], we expect to have high accuracies on diagonals (i. e., same language family) with
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respect to the off- diagonals (i. e., cross language family). This is valid for the Sino-Tibetan and Romance
families. However, with these corpora, the arousal dimension of Germanic languages, and valence dimension
of the English language are slightly better recognized with their other Indo-European family corpora.
Moreover, selecting all the available datasets does not improve the accuracy with respect to cross corpus
analysis, except for the arousal dimension of the Spanish and German languages. This could be because of
the noise added to the model through differences of emotion expressions between languages (cultures). The
‘LID’ columns hold the accuracies using the proposed model selection technique based on the identified
language family. If LID accuracy is 100%, we expect to have the same values for the LID column as in the
diagonals. However, there could be a benefit in having imperfect LID; if LID incorrectly identifies the
language of an utterance, probably that utterance is more similar to the detected language, rather than the
actual language, and the model of the identified language could classify better that utterance. This can be
perceived better as a clustering of the feature space using meta-data. Because of this imperfection, we gain
slightly higher accuracy on the arousal dimension for German, Chinese (CASIA), and Spanish and on the
valence dimension for Chinese (CASIA) databases. Furthermore, in nine cases out of twelve, using LID
outperforms using all the available datasets. This implies that targeting to a specific model is superior to a
general model and adding extra data does not necessarily bring useful information.
Table 4: LID family-wise confusion matrix (%)

Table 5: Language identification and emotion recognition accuracy (Unweighted Average Recall). On
diagonals, each language is tested on a model which is trained on its pair within the same family. On off
diagonals, that language is tested on a model which is trained on other language families (stacking
datasets). The LID column is the accuracy after language identification and selecting the corresponding
model. The highest accuracies for each test corpus and emotion dimension are bold-faced.
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Discussion and conclusion
Although emotions in speech are more perceivable through the paralinguistic features rather than the
linguistics, the latter could bring some useful information on the cultural background of the speaker. This
background defines certain productions and perceptions of the emotion which could be different from other
cultures. Therefore, applying this knowledge to an emotion recognition system could be beneficial. As our
results indicate, identifying the language of a speaker to some extent brings such knowledge, and by selecting
an appropriate model based on that knowledge we could enhance the performance of the emotion recognition
system. Further, we found that, to recognize the emotions of a speaker whose language is unknown, it would
be beneficial to use a language identifier and model selection instead of using a model which is trained based
on all available languages. Clearly, the results should be interpreted with utmost care and shall serve as
tendencies due to the unavailability of multilingual speech emotion corpora with equal conditions.
Additionally, most of the available emotional speech datasets contain very short utterances (less than 3
seconds) and cause high misclassification rates for the language identifier. Obviously, these experiments
should be redone with more languages or language families. Moreover, we would like to compare the
proposed approach with adaptation techniques without knowing the spoken language.

CHAPTER III: MULTIMODALITY
5. Multimodal Emotion Recognition for AVEC 2016 Challenge
Introduction
This paper presents an emotion recognition system evaluated on the material defined within the Audio-Visual
+ Emotion Recognition Challenge (AV+EC 2016) [122]. AV+EC is an annual challenge held since 2011. Its
main purpose is emotion recognition from multimodal data — audio, video and physiological data. Emotion
is understood as a value in two-dimensional arousal-valence continuous space [54]. The data comes with three
sets of features for audio, video and physiological signals. Our main focus was on audio and video features.
The work on physiological features was concentrated on their post-processing, regressor training and fusion.
In audio, we have complemented the provided material by Bottleneck (BN) features generated from a narrow
hidden layer of a neural network trained toward phonetic targets. BN features were designed for automatic
speech recognition [123] and have since been integrated into many top-performing ASR systems and their
multi-lingual variants [123]. Recently, BN features (and general feature extraction schemes based on deep
neural networks) were found very efficient in other areas of speech processing, such as language identification
[109], [117] and speaker identification [124], [125]. Due to their ability to suppress nuisance variability in the
speech data, we proved in AVEC 2015 challenge [126] that these features are promising candidate also for
emotion recognition. In video, we have complemented the baseline features by activations of a convolutional
neural network (CNN) trained to localize facial landmarks [127]. These activations encode geometrical
information mixed with appearance information. In addition we experimented with text based features, which
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we obtained from an automatic speech recognition system. We explored a lexicon-based approach as well as
word embedding – a technique mapping words to vectors of real numbers in a space with lower dimension
than the vocabulary size [128], [129]. The rest of this paper provides a description of experiments leading to
our submission for the AV+EC 2016 challenge.

Emotion Features
Audio features
Organizers provided a set of 102 dimensional audio features, known as Extended Geneva Minimalistic
Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS). The features were generated from short fixed length segments (3s)
shifted by 40 ms. In addition, we used two Stacked Bottle-Neck features as our main acoustic feature set
trained as French only and second in Multilingual fashion (trained on several languages). We have seen very
good results with this features in our AVEC 2015 submission. The architecture for the feature extraction
consists of two NNs. The output of the first network is stacked in time, defining context-dependent input
features for the second NN, hence the term Stacked Bottleneck Features (SBN) [117]. The NN input features
are 24 log Mel Filter bank energies concatenated with fundamental frequency (F0) features produced by four
different estimators: BUT F0 detector produces 2 coefficients (F0 and probability of voicing), Snack F0 gives
just a single F0 and Kaldi F0 estimator outputs 3 coefficients (Normalized F0 across a sliding window,
probability of voicing and delta). Fundamental frequency variation (FFV) estimator [130] produces a 7dimensional vector. Therefore, the whole feature vector has 24+2+1+3+7=37 coefficients [131]. The
conversation-side mean subtraction is applied on the whole feature vector. 11 frames of log filter bank outputs
and fundamental frequency features are stacked together. The Hamming window followed by the DCT
consisting of 0th to 5th base are applied on the time trajectory of each parameter resulting in (24+13)×6 =
222 coefficients on the first-stage NN input [117]. The first-stage NN has four hidden layers with 1500 units
each except the BN layer. The size of the BN layer is 80 neurons and it is the third hidden layer. Its outputs
are stacked over 21 frames and down-sampled (every 5th is taken) and entered into the second-stage NN with
the same structure as the first-stage NN. Outputs from 80 neurons in the BN layer form the final BN features
for the recognition system [131]. We trained 2 systems with this topology, first only on French data (which
match the data from the challenge) and second on 5 languages as multilingual bottleneck features. For the
training of the French recognition system, we used the 21 hours of transcribed data from BISON project2 and
23 hours from EVALDA project3. Bottleneck features derived from this system are denoted as BN-FR. To
train the multilingual system, the IARPA Babel Program data4 were used. We used 11 languages to train our
multilingual SBN feature extractor: Cantonese, Pashto, Turkish, Tagalog, Vietnamese, Assamese, Bengali,
Haitian, Lao, Tamil, Zulu. Details about the characteristics of the languages can be found in [132]. The
training speech was force-aligned using our BABEL ASR system [131]. Bottleneck features derived from
this system are denoted as BN-Multi.
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Text based features
People’s emotion can be perceived through different modalities, most acknowledged ones being hearing and
vision. However, the semantic of the words used can also be an important aspect to take into consideration in
emotion detection. The words chosen can say a lot on the current state of emotion of the person indeed.
Automatic speech recognition was applied to the audio data and several approaches to extract features from
the resulting texts were attempted. These included word embedding, lexicon based sentiment detection in
French and two standard English sentiment tools applied to automatic translations of the transcripts.
5.2.2.1. Automatic Speech Recognition
The French speech-to-text transcription system used to generate the automatic word hypotheses has the same
basic structure as the American English one described in [133] except that an MLP is used to estimate the
HMM state likelihood. The French system (developed in collaboration with Vocapia Research), first separates
non-speech and speech portions of the audio file and then applies a maximum-likelihood
segmentation/clustering process [134], to associate labels with segment clusters, where each cluster ideally
represents one speaker.
The acoustic models are speaker-adaptive (SAT) and Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) trained on about
*1200* hours of audio data from a variety of broadcast sources and cover 33k context-dependent phones.
They are gender-independent, word-position dependent tied-state, left- to-right phone HMMs with about 10k
tied pdfs estimated with a DNN. The states are tied by means of a divisive decision tree with questions
concerning the phone position, the phone identity and distinctive features and the neighbouring phones in
order to reduce model size and increase triphone coverage. The acoustic features are obtained by combining
bottleneck MLP outputs applied to raw PLP and TRAP features [135]. The system has a 250k word
pronunciation lexicon, represented with 34 phones including specific units for silence, breathe noise and filler
words [136].
N-gram language models are trained on over 2 billion words of text from a large number of sources. Unpruned
component LMs trained on different subsets of the training texts are interpolated for the final language models
used for both decoding and lattice rescoring. Word decoding is carried out in two passes, where each decoding
pass produces a word lattice with cross-word, word- position dependent acoustic models, followed by
consensus decoding with a 4-gram language model and pronunciation probabilities. Unsupervised acoustic
model adaptation is performed for each segment cluster using CMLLR [137]. While the ASR word error rate
(WER) is not known on this data, an older version of the system obtained a WER in the range of 9-28%
(average 15%) across a variety of styles of broadcast data in the Quaero 2011 test [138].
5.2.2.2. Word Embedding (WE)
Word embedding or word2vec is a technique which maps words to vectors of real numbers in a space with
lower dimension than the vocabulary size [129], [139]. Usual dimension are ranging between 80 and 2000.
Most of the new word embedding techniques rely on a neural network architecture where bottleneck layer
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does the compression to the final vector. We used a French word embedding model 5 built using Word2Vec
[129] on the frWak 6 corpus [140]. The model had 200 embedding dimensions with a cut-off of 0 and the
cbow algorithm.
5.2.2.3. Lexicon-based approach
We realized a valence and arousal estimation from text analysis, based on the transcriptions obtained from
the ASR system previously described. Several methods have been approached, among them a lexicon-based
system. A French lexicon of emotional words have been extracted from the emoBase platform7 which stores
resources gathered for the ANR project EMOLEX8. The semantic (high intensity, verbal demonstration, etc.)
and emotion (joy, disappointment, contempt, etc.) labels, as well as the collocation information (as for
context) provided by the corpus have been interpolated to estimate valence and arousal values for each entry
of the lexicon. The latter were then applied to the training and development datasets, expecting high precision
results.

Video features
Organizers provided features including two types of facial descriptors: appearance- and geometric-based [80].
The former were extracted by Gabor Binary Patterns from Three Orthogonal Planes (LGBP-TOP) leading to
total vector size of 84, the latter are facial landmarks leading to vector size of 316. Again, overlapping 3s
segments with 40ms were used. The problem we experienced with the video features was that for parts of the
data, the face was not recognized and no information was provided. For certain records, the amounts of
unrecognized frames were up to 40%. We have complemented the baseline video features by activations of a
convolutional neural network (CNN) trained to localize facial landmarks [127] on the AFLW dataset. The
regression network has 4 convolutional layers followed by a fully connected layer with absolute hyperbolic
tangent activation. A final fully connected layer outputs x and y coordinates of 5 facial landmarks. It is
necessary to use a pretrained network due to the very small size of the AVEC dataset, and the facial landmark
localization task should be suitable for emotion recognition considering the good performance of the baseline
geometric features on the valence task. We have extracted the activations of the last convolutional layer
(Video CNN-L4) and the first fully connected layer (Video CNN-L5) from the baseline facial regions
enlarged by factor of 1.3 and rescaled to 40 × 40 pixels. The CNN-L4 features should contain more appearance
information while the CNN-L5 should encode more geometric information.

5

http://fauconnier.github.io/index.html#wordembeddingmodels
http://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.php?id=corpora
7
http://emolex.u-grenoble3.fr/emoBase/index.php
6
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Physiological Features
Physiological sets included Electrocardiogram (ECG) derived features, based on heart rate, its measure of
variability, and derived parameters and statistics, and Electrodermal activity (EDA), skin conductance
response (SCR), skin conductance level (SCL), as well as a number of derived parameters [80]

Experiments and analysis
Database and Evaluation
The data-set comes from RECOLA multimodal database [62]. As the evaluation metric, we used Concordance
Correlation Coefficient.

Feature pre-processing
There are several steps to prepare features for regressor training. Each step has a different setting for different
input features and different modality. Table 1 shows in condensed form the settings of each pre-processing
block which are described in more details below in this section. At first, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
is used for dimensionality reduction. And the resulting features are normalized to have zero mean and unit
variance. In our experiments, we trained regression models for valence and arousal values for each frame
(every 40 ms). In many other classification and recognition tasks, we have seen the need of adding larger
temporal context to make a good prediction. This context is different for each modality. We chose to provide
the context primarily by stacking together features from a temporal neighbourhood. The features themselves
have quite smooth trajectories, so we do not need to take every frame but rather skip some frames, in order
to keep the size of frame feature vectors manageable - we call it subsampling. Further context is provided by
computing local statistics for each feature. We compute mean, variance, maximum and minimum for each
feature from a temporal window. Finally, we apply PCA again to reduce the size of feature vectors and we
optionally normalize the features again to zero mean and unit variance. We experimented with the delay
applied to the gold standard and optimal numbers in seconds for each modality are presented in the work too.
This shift is consistent with previous works [141]. All parameters in the Table 1 were obtained by grid search
with the performance measured as CCC on the development partition of the AVEC 2016 database. Dash ”-”
in the Table 1 means that this step was skipped for particular subsystem.

Classification and Fusion
Linear regression is used on all single systems for arousal and valence. Linear regression is used also for the
fusion. We have experimented with many classifiers (NN, RNN, LSTM, BLSTM) and their settings ... but
we did not see any gain.
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Individual systems
Table 2 summarizes our best results of single systems on development data for both modalities (Arousal and
Valence). First part of the Table describes our systems with baseline features. We provide baseline results
from organizers for comparison, the numbers in brackets. Second part of the Table 2 is reserved for our own
feature extraction. We show results for our two systems based on Bottleneck features (BN) which outperform
baseline audio system. Next line is reserved for text based word embedding system described in more details
in Section 5.3.6. Last two lines are results from our two video features reaching CCC=0.617 on arousal and
CCC=0.497 on valence. Last line of Table 2 shows our best fusion results. Scores from all subsystem were
smoothed with median filter with length 2.4 sec.

CCC as objective function
In general, regression systems should be trained with the same objectives as those used for evaluation. CCC
is fully differentiable and can be easily integrated into gradient descent learning.
We trained diverse linear regressors using different regularizations and feature preprocessing pipelines to
assess the effect of the objectives. We optimized the regressors using AdaDelta algorithm [142] with minibatches of 256 frames. Figure 1 shows that CCC objective consistently improves results in the emotion
recognition task compared to mean squared error loss (MSE). The average CCC improvement for arousal and
valence is 0.048 (median 0.056) and 0.062 (median 0.066), respectively. Similar trend in performance was
already reported in [141], [143]. Additionally, we compared CCC loss to mean absolute error loss (MAE)
which previous work suggests is more suitable for the valence estimation task [144] than MSE. In our
experiments CCC consistently improved results over MAE for arousal and valence on average by 0.054
(median 0.052) and 0.081 (median 0.079), respectively. The corresponding scatter plots are shown in Figure
2.
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Fig. 1. Scatter plots of MSE vs. CCC learning objective showing CCC scores of diverse linear systems
on arousal (left) and valence (right).

Fig. 2. Scatter plots of MAE vs. CCC learning objective showing CCC scores of diverse linear systems
on arousal (left) and valence (right).
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Table 1. Parameters of the single systems used for final fusion. The right side of the table lists the
operations in the order they were computed. PCA - number of PCA components; norm. - per feature zero
and mean normalization; stack - stacks frames from local window with temporal subsampling; stat. computes statistics in local window per feature (min, max, mean, median); - shift features by n frames.

Text Based Features
5.3.6.1. Lexicon based approach
As for the lexicon based approach, a closer look at the database and transcripts revealed that only two words
from the resulting lexicon appeared in the voice transcripts, and these two apparent transcription errors.
Several factors may have contributed to this: on casual examination, we observed that the transcripts were
very low in verbal expressions of emotion and contained no apparent emotion-specific words; the lexicon
may have been too generic, not covering such specific domain as the one from the provided corpus. More
than analysing the context around the words, a whole profiling of the domain should be done for such method
to really be beneficial.
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5.3.6.2. Word embedding
This approach is more promising, since we can use the features and train classifier on the target database. The
first results from this approach are in the Table 2 reaching on valence CCC=0.278 and CCC=0.626 for arousal.

Undefined regions
There is about 50% of speech in each audio file, the rest is silence. There is about 60% of detected face in
video, the rest is unrecognized. It is obvious that we cannot recognize emotion from audio if there is silence,
and similar remark is applicable for video too. We present an analysis of training and evaluation of the system
on all data, then Defined region (speech or face is detected) and notDefined) regions (silence/unrecognized
face). Table 3 present results of such experiment for arousal. The system for video fulfilled our expectation
that training and testing on matched data is better and provides performance gain, whereas scoring in
notDefined region yield to poor performance. The audio system does not behave the same way and we are
currently investigating on the reasons of this.

Fusion
Table 4 presents the results of our best fusions and submitted systems. We have submitted 3 systems to the
challenge. All of them are fusions of several subsystems of different modalities. Table 1 gives the lists of
subsystems belonging to each submission. Fusion 1 for arousal is from first block from the Table 1 and for
valence from the second block. Fusion 2 is from third block for arousal and fourth for valance. The last Fusion
for arousal contain all subsystems from Fusion 1 and 2 and the same apply for valence. All our fusions consists
of many systems and we will continue to work on analyses which subsystems contribute the most. Our fusion
is better than the baseline from [122] except the results for valence on test set. We trained our systems and
fusion on the train part of the AVEC database. Our fusion is not able to get the same gain as the baseline
fusion for valence. All systems are trained with only one output which is gold standard. We have
experimented with other settings, separate raters etc, but did not get any improvement. The objective function
is CCC. Median filter from 100 frames (4 seconds) is applied on the top of the fusion scores. Last thing which,
unfortunately did not end up in the final fusion, are the statistics of notDefined regions. Easiest way of
incorporating such statistics was to define a confidence vector for each single system with such statistics. This
confidence vector is a binary vector with 1 at Defined regions and 0 at notDefined regions. Such confidence
vector can be used in the fusion and tells us which system produce meaningful result for particular frame. We
got a slight improvement (2% relative) on development set if such vectors are input vectors to the fusion. We
are still experimenting how to use this information in the fusion and improve overall results.
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Table 2. Comparison of single systems of different modalities, AV+EC 2016 baseline results are in
brackets [122]

Table 3. Analysis of training and evaluating the system on all data, Defined region (speech or face
detected) and notDefined region (silence/unrecognized face).

Table 4. Results of final fusions submitted to AV+EC 2016.
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Conclusion
We substantially improved our system from last year submission [126]. This year we experimented again
mainly with the audio modality. We improved our bottleneck feature system from CCC=0.699 [126] to
CCC=0.833 on development set. We also newly experimented with text based features. The automatic speech
recognition was used to get text transcriptions. First results CCC=0.278 for valence and CCC=0.626 for
arousal was obtained with word embedding approach. This modality is new to this field and our plan is to
experiment more in that direction: comparing different speech transcription systems, applying sentiment
recognition to the French corpus by building a French sentiment model, or else translating the text into English
in order to use one of the main English sentiment detector tools available. To summarize our effort and
compare it to baseline system, our single best system for both modalities are better than the baseline single
best systems, for arousal it is even better than the baseline fusion. The CCC of our single best systems is 0.833
for arousal and 0.623 for valence on development set. Our final linear fusion reached CCC 0.855 and 0.713
on Arousal and Valence on development set and 0.713 and 0.596 on test set respectively for Arousal and
Valence.

6. Final Conclusion
In the Big-Data era, where Gigabytes of data are collected every seconds, it is necessary to annotate data, tune
models and combine different data sources efficiently. In this deliverable, we have introduced a semisupervised learning approach as well as a weighted trustability evaluator to reduce the burden of human
annotation and to have reliable labels. Additionally, approaches are proposed to select a models/speakers
which are more promising to give higher accuracy for a test sample. Finally, we have performed experiments
on the multimodal RECOLA AVEC 2016 challenge database. Automatic Speech Recognition was applied to
transcribe speech data, and then we used word embedding to detect emotions from text. We combined the
modalities (audio/video/transcription/physiological signals) and achieved a decent performance on emotion
recognition.
Within the MixedEmotions project, we aim to evaluate these technologies for different pilots. Currently, we
are analysing DW videos (Social-TV pilot) to find out the possibilities for emotion recognition from audio
(D4.1-2), video (D4.6), text (D4.4), and their fusion (D4.7-8). Consequently, we use this information for
embedding emotions into DW’s recommendation engine. Furthermore, the proposed approaches for the
analysis of audio and its transcription (through Automatic Speech Recognition), including bottleneck features,
word embedding, and their fusion will be evaluated on the Call-Centre pilot.
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